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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A» The Problem
The purpose of this study is to prepare a sound film-
strip which will show a series of X-ray plates as an effec-
tive teaching aid to stimulate in the mind of the pupil a
well defined and accurate mental image of how the bony frame-
work, which supports the human body, is organized.
B» The Value and Meaning of Visual Aids in Education
In recent years the educational world has been virtually
flooded with audio-visual aids which, according to their pro-
ducers, are valuable and necessary adjuncts in the educative
process. Not all of these devices are new; many of them are
merely improvements upon long standing and well established
devices such as models, globes, charts, graphs, pictures and
diagrams. If, as is generally accepted, audio-visual aids
decidedly increase the effectiveness of instruction, the prob-
lem is then one of selecting the most efficient item for in-
corporation into the instructional technique. The magnitude
of this undertaking is indicated by the increasing number of
committees being set up by various educational societies and
associations whose sole fimction is to cull the innumerable
offerings and recommend primarily those films, slides, models
and photographs which they believe will best serve the needs
of the particular program for which the committee was organ-
r
ized. Ultimately, however, it is the teacher of a specific
subject who selects the device which he feels will be most
applicable to his particular teaching situation. In some
cases the items on the list of materials recommended by these
committees are rejected by the instructor because of cost or
unsuitability for use in his instructional technique and a
device is prepared for his own use by the teacher, Quite
often, these impromptu aids are refined and placed on the
market as being suitable for wider distribution in similar
teaching situations.
Teacher training institutions are taking cognizance of
the importance of audio-visual aids in their training pro-
gram as is evidenced by the increase in the number of courses
being incorporated in programs of studies for the prepara-
tion of teachers who will be better equipped to assume the
duties of administrator, preparer, researcher, operator and
user of audio-visual aids. Courses in the methods of pro-
ducing motion pictures, filmstrips, photographs, models,
I
radio-programs and recordings with sim.ple equipment are al-
so offered for the teacheryvho desires to make his own aid,
but lacks the "know how". A simple but highly effective
teaching aid that a teacher can prepare for his own use is
a films trip. The films trip is nothing more complicated than
a systematically arranged series of still pictures on a strip
of 35mm, safety film. This an effective medium for present-

Ing a given idea if motion is not essential and if the sub-
ject matter can be broken down into a series of logical
steps.
According to Dent:^
One factor which has seemed to re-
tard the normal development of the
use of visual-sensory aids to in-
struction has been the narrow in-
terpretation of some of the most
active workers.
Whether it is called "Audio-Visual Aid", "Visual Aid",
"Visual-Sensory Aid", "Visual Instructional Aid" or any of
the similar and parallel terms used, the primary function of
the device is to assist the student in his acquisition of usa-
ble knowledge through additional and more concrete sensory
experiences. Rather than selecting a narrow and fixed con-
cept of visual aids, a more practical and comprehensive idea
of what is meant by the terms should be engendered, Hoban,
Hoban and Zisman suggest such an all embracing idea of the
role of visual aids:
Visual education in a school sub-
ject consists of the use of any
picture, model, object or device
which provides concrete visual ex-
iDent, Ellsworth C, "Audio-Visual Handbook ," Chicago:
The Society for Visual Education, 1959, p» 3
'^Hoban. Charles P., Hoban, Charles P. Jr., Zissman,
Samual B., "Visualizing the Curriculum ," New York: Drayden
Press, 1937, p. 9
I
perience to the learner for the
purpose of: (1) introducing, build-
ing up, enriching, or clarifying
abstract concepts, (2) developing
desirable attitudes, and (5) stimu-
lating further activity on the part
of the learner.
Since time immemorial, information has been transferred
from individual to individual by means of the senses. Primi-
tive man learned how to obtain the necessities of life through
imitation, observation and participation. Visual devices
such as crude tracings and picture stories are known to have
existed prior to the development of any of the written lan-
guages of antiquity. From the caveman to such famous fore-
runners of modern education as Comenius and Pestalozzi, vis-
ual materials have been used for the purpose of transferring
information. Whereas schools up to the twentieth century
used some visual devices, modem science and invention have
provided a host of concrete materials and aids to augment the
armamentoriurn of the modem teacher.
Modern educators are turning more and more to audio-vis-
ual methods in an attempt to overcome the basic weaknesses of
verbal teachings by providing more concrete experiences. Psy-
chologically, the basis for using visual aids in the educative
process is one of providing meaningful sensory experiences.
Kingsley^ has stated:
"^Kingsley, Howard L., "Nature and Conditions of Learning,"
|
\/
New York: Prentice-Hall, 1946, p. 144
If
All learning is based directly or
indirectly upon observation made
by means of the sensory mechanism.
The perception of objects or events
is essentially a process of organiz-
ing and finding significance in the
external situation.
Ruch*^ has evaluated the importance of the various sen-
ses in the following words:
Vision is probably the most impor-
tant sense, with hearing a close
second, and our sense of touch and
body position ranking next in im-
portance.
The advisability of using a sensory aid in the instruc-
tional process has ceased to be a matter for conjecture. In-
numerable studies have established their value to the point
where it is no longer a question of to use or not to use, but
which one will best fit the needs of the particular subject?
As Dale points out:
The use of a wide variety of teach-
ing aids In school enables education
to be more concrete - and therefore
to build better abstractions*
The higher the level of abstract concepts, the better the edu-
cation. The definition of a well educated person is one who
has "a mind stocked with a rich variety of concepts, grounded
*Ruch, Floyd L», " Psychology and Life - New Edition ,"
Chicago: Scott Poresman and Co., 1941, p. 251
^Dale, Edgar, "Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching ," New
York: Drayden Press, 1946, p, 36
t\
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in concrete personal experiences", according to Dale •
C« Comparative Value of Filmstrlps
A filmstrip, like any other audio or visual aid is an
adjunct to teaching; it is not in itself an instrument of
learning* It is one of the least expensive, simplest and
in some situations the most direct medium of communication.
Although the idea of telling a story in still picture se-
quence is not new, the use of 35mm. film for this purpose
is a comparatively new use for this by-product of the motion
picture industry. Because of the relatively low cost of
films trips and projectors, it appears likely that the pro-
portion of filmstrips in schools will soon be much greater
than that of any other visual aid.
Most studies reported in the literature Include the
filmstrip - or its prototype, the slide - with still pic-
tures. However, the comparisons made are not truly charac-
teristic of the filmstrip. Due to its recent appearance on
the visual horizon as a major visual aid, only those studies
or comments made since its introduction as a separate and
distinct training aid of importance in its own right are con-
sidered as relevant. The filmstrip has its own character-
istics just as any other audio-visual device does; and in
order to utilize it to the fullest extent, a thorough know-
ledge of its particular advantages and disadvantages is es-
^Ibid., p. 51

sential. The filmatrip can only assist the teacher when its
use is restricted to doing that portion of the teaching job
to which this medium is best suited. The greatest advantage
of the filmstrip is that it provides a chronologically ar-
ranged series of large still images which may be studied and
7discussed for extended periods of time. Strauss and Kidd
suggest: "the slldefilm may be used to advantage whenever an
opeiration or learning situation can be divided into series
of logical steps". They further recommend to: "use a slide-
film when you want to stop, discuss, answer questions and
make sure that every part registers when the detail is ex-
tensive".
During World War II, the armed sevices used filmstrips
extensively in their multitudinous training programs. These,
and various other audio-visual aids, were produced in huge
9quantities. Major Elliott has the following to say about
the use of filmstrips:
Of all the training aids used by
the Array and Navy..,#none has been
'Strauss, Harry L., and Kidd, J. R., "Look
,
Listen
,
and Learn ," New York: Association Press, 1948, p. 31
8lbid., p. 31
^Elliott, Godfrey M., "Some Implications of the A.AoFo
Filmstrip Program," Educational Screen
,
17 (October, 1944,
Po 342
r
Iused more successfully in situations
paralleling classroom use than has
the filmstrlp. »• .Experience has shown
that in most situations the films trip
is superior to the motion picture,
model or poster in treating subjects
which demand detailed study and a
considerable amount of supplementary
discussion in their presentation
since the filmstrip holds on the
screen those visual details that
need intensive study by the train-
ees. Its simplicity, economy and
its inherent teaching qualities
definitely characterizes it as one
of the major visual aids*
One of the visual aids to which the filmstrip has been
compared is the motion picture. This has been done because,
in some cases, teachers dissatisfied with the rapidity of
motion pictures, have used a filmstrip consisting of a num-
ber of "frames" taken from a motion picture as a less formal
method of presentation* For scenes that do not require mo-
tion, or where the inherent rapidity in the projection of
motion pictures precludes detailed study of the material, the
filmstrip offers definite advantages*
Brunstetter"^^ has found that for scenes not involving
motion: "The usefulness of filmstrips results from three
factors: projection of a number of photographs dealing with
one general topic, opportunity for detailed study, and con-
venience of handling"*
lOBruns tetter, J* R*, "The Educational Motion Picture
and the Filmstrip as Tools of Learning," School Executive
,
64 (September, 1944) p. 65
cI
9A carefully controlled experiment for the purpose of
evaluating a filmstrip containing selected views from a mo-
tion picture was conducted by the Army. This study, as re-
ported by Hoban^-^ is as follows:
The Research Section of the Army
Pictorial Service and the Research
Branch of the Information and Edu-
cation Division made a study of
learning from a motion picture and
from a corresponding filmstrip on
map reading. The tests were care-
fully equated. The filmstrip used
in the experiment was composed of
single frames of key pictures in-
cluded in the motion picture. The
tests revealed little difference
between the scores of those groups
taught by motion pictures, and those
taught by filmstrip. The motion
picture appeared, on the basis of
test results, to be slightly super-
ior in teaching certain concepts,
and the filmstrip to be slightly
superior in teaching others. All
in all, there was little difference
between the two media as measured by
the tests.
Prom this study, and from the conclusion of other work-
ers in the field of audio-visual education, it may reason-
ably be assumed that there is a definite place for filmstrips
in the visual aid department as an instrument of major im-
portance for translating abstract concepts into concrete edu-
cational experiences.
D. Analysis of the Problem
In teaching pupils to understand the functional construe-
llHoban, Charles P. Jr., "Movies That Teach," Nev/ York:
Drayden Press, 1946, p. 50 ^^^^^
>4.
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tion of their own bodies, and not merely to know the unre-
lated names of various parts of It, more concrete examples
must be employed to supplement verballstics. Although vi-
sion is probably the most important of our senses, we must
overcome the limitations of the human eye in order to "see"
the inner workings of the body. Numerous artificial devices
as skeletons, charts and mannikins have been prepared to en-
able the student to form a more accurate mental picture of
the internal construction of his body. One of the best meth-
ods of demonstrating the relative position of the various
anatomical structures is the radiograph,
A radiograph, also referred to as a radiogram. Roent-
genogram, skiagraph, shadowgraph. Roentgen ray picture and
X-ray (plate or film) is a negative or "picture" made on a
photographic film by means of X- or Roentgen rays. This form
of radiant energy has the ability to penetrate all types of
matter to varying degrees and also to effect a photographic
emulsion. By proper selection and control of the penetra-
bility of the desired ray, a film can be prepared upon which
the variations in density of body tissues are recorded.
The use of radiographs for studying the internal con-
struction and arrangement of living and non-living subjects
is not new. Within two years after the discovery of X-ray,
by Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen in 1895, they were being used by
the medical profession for studying the human body. A list
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of the educational applications of Roentgenology in science,
medicine and industry is too extensive to be enumerated in
this study and would serve no practical purpose.
Many of the modem textbooks used in secondary schools
for teaching health, hygiene, anatomy and physiology employ
Roentgen ray pictures for establishing substantial foundations
and concepts.
In'*Being Alive" an X-ray picture is used to Illustrate
a bone fracture by comparing it to an X-ray of a normal bone.
In other texts such as "Health and Pitness"^'^, "Health for
You"l^, Qjr^^ "Effective Living" X-ray pictures are employed
to illustrate ossification of the epephysis, effects of im-
proper shoes, dental care, the sinuses, chest and fractures
of the extremities.
In institutions of higher education where the neces-
sary apparatus is available. X-ray plates are frequently u-
tilized in teaching various phases of anatomy. At the Mass-
Brownell, Clifford L., Williams, Jesse P., Hughes,
William L., "Being Alive," New York: American Book Co., 1942,
p. 224
l^eredith, Plorence L., "Health and Fitness ," Boston:
D. C. Heath and Co., 1946, pp. 10, 58, 69
l^Crisp, Katherine B., "Health for You ," Chicago:
J. B. Lippencott, 1944, pp. 17, 30, 797 81> 251, 262,
263, 466, 472
l^Tumer, C. E., McHose, Elizabeth, "Effective Living ,"
St. Louis: C. V. Mosby Co., 1945, pp. 20, 39, 66, 164, 173
4
achusetts School of Physiotherapy, the Roentgenogram is com-
monly used for instructional purposes along with other vis-
ual aids such as mannikins, charts, photographs, motion pic-
tures, slides and skeletons. Each device serves a purpose
of its own that depends upon the inherent characteristics pe-
culiar to the device. Valuable as the radiograph may be as
a visual aid, it is not an instninent of sufficient popularity
to place it in the hands of teachers and health educators
where its ability to provide a particular sensory experience
would be utilized to the fullest extent in making instruction
meaningful.
The desirability of improving the habits, attitudes, and
behaviors of pupils is an accepted teaching objective, and
any device that can help toward achieving this goal is a use-
ful and valuable instrument for school use* In "Science Edu-
cation in American Schools"-^^, the committee has set forth as
one of its major objectives of science teaching, the impart-
ing of: "Functional information or facts about such matters
as: ....S. The human body - structure, function and care,"
Where the radiograph is not a satisfactory device for
mass presentation, the filmstrip lends itself admirably to
the presentation of this material in a medium of far more uni-
versal acceptance and does not forfeit any of the important
ISscience Education in American Schools
,
Forty-sixth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Chapter 3, p. 28
c
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characteristics of the X-ray film.
E» Restatement of the Problem
The objective of this study is to determine the most
suitable method for recording on a 35mm. filrastrip pictures
of the radiographs of the body that will effectively aid the
teacher in Implanting in the mind of the pupil a well organ-
ized and accurate mental image of the osteological system.
The radiographs to be used will be prepared by the undergrad-
uate class in Radiographic Technique at the Massachusetts
School of Physiotherapy. These films will depict normal struc
tures only. Whenever advisable, two projections, the anterior-
posterior (frontal) and lateral (side) views will be portrayed
on the same film and arranged in the most logical sequence.
Various methods for preparing f ilmstrips will be in-
vestigated, and all methods will be reported on the assump-
tion that others interested in preparing films trips will find
a different technique more suitable for presenting their ma-
terial.
The recording prepared to accompany this filmstrip, al-
though a valuable adjunct to the film, will not be a necessary
component. The titles of the various anatomical structures
shown will, in themselves, be self explanatory so that the
film may be shown without the recording. In this way, the
utility of the filmstrip will be increased in that schools
which do not possess a record player will not be deprived of
its use.

CHAPTER II
HO'V A SOIIND PILMSTRIP IS PREPaRjiID
A. The Importance of a Vtforklng Script
Regardless of whether the work is of a general, or of
a highly specialized nature, the first step in making a sound
filmstrip should always be the preparation of a detailed work-
ing script. A fully developed plan includes not only the ob-
jectives desired, the order in which, the points are to be pre-
sented, but the material and equipment needed as well as the
narration which will accompany the visual aid. In this way,
time and material will be saved and v/hat is more important,
valuable considerations v/hich are likely to be overlooked in
the actual preparation of the filmstrip will be anticipated.
The correct procedure is to first determine what is desired
to be presented, and secondly, to obtain the material which
will best bring about this objective. It is to be expected
that the final product will differ somewhat from the original
plan and therefore, more than one viev/ of each item to be
portrayed should be made. In the final composition those
visual presentations which best fit the continuity and func-
tion of the sound filmstrip will be utilized and all others
discarded. The prepared outline will serve as a central
theme for the collection of the pictures.
In some cases, an exact shooting script will be imprac-
tical. Here, the teacher should prepare a working outline of
14
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the points desired to be used in filmstrip with two objec-
tives in mind. What do I want the pupil to gain from this
filmstrip? - How can I best illustrate the major points pic-
torially? With an outline specifying the major objectives
to be illustrated, instead of a detailed script, the teacher
by taking a dozen pictures with a clear cut and preconceived
idea of what it is he desires to illustrate, will have ma-
terial of more pertinence and interest to the pupil than the
photographer who takes 5 to 10 times as many pictures at ran-
dom and shoots around the subject©
The sources from which the visual material to be pre-
sented in a filmstrip may be obtained are as diversified as
are the subjects on which filmstrips may be based. An origi-
nal camera study is only one source of material. In "Edu-
cation Through The Eye", Stryker and Locke-^ list three main
sources of visual material as follows:
lo Original camera work performed in
the field*
2. Clippings from newspapers, maga-
zines, posters, advertisements,
books, catalogues, letters and
reports*
3. Charts and pictographic material*
Although the list is not an exhaustive one, it adequately
covers the generalized sources of material. The origin of
the material is a secondary consideration. The major point
Istryker, Roy E., Locke, Edwin, " The Lelca Manual ,"
New Yorkj Morga^^ Lester, 1948-,__iLL_S83

is, - How can the filmstrip best present the information pic-
torially?
After the material to be included in the filmstrip has
been collected and organized according to the psychological
or chronological order outlined in the script, the next step
is to record it in the desired sequence and as it will ap-
pear on the screen.
B, Recording the Material on Film
To a considerable extent, the type of film used for re-
cording the filmstrip will depend upon the subsequent pro-
cessing of the film. In any case, the stock selected should
be able to offer as much detail (fine grain) as working con-
ditions will permit. Generally, there are two ways in which
the final filmstrip may be prepared. The best, and most com-
monly used method is where the final projection positive or
print is made from a negative either by contact or enlarge-
ment printing. This method is preferred because it allov/s
for additional editing or titling before the final filmstrip
is printed. The second method omits the preparation of an
intermediary negative and produces the positive filmstrip
directly by a reversal process.
The technique for the negative-positive process is iden-
tical with the procedure commonly used in making ordinary
snapshots in vv?iich the picture is recorded on a film, pro-
cessed and a positive print made from it. However, for a

filmstrip, instead of making a print on paper, the images
are recorded on a strip of 35 mm. film and projected on a
screen. For this method, there are a multitude of negative
type films manufactured from which the photographer may
select the one most suitable to his particular needs. In-
formation concerning the characteristics of the various films
may be obtained from the film manufacturers or from such
books and pamphlets as: "The Leica Manual"^, "This is Pho-
tography"'^, "Photography"'^, "Better Photography Made Easy"^,
"Copying"^, "Kodak Films"''' and many other publications on
photography and the photographic process.
When the material has been recorded on the negative,
the latent image is developed. After the film has been com-
2op. Cit. chapter 5. pp. 119-158
'^Miller, Thomas H., Bruramitt, Wyatt, " This is Photogra -
phy," New York: Garden City Publishing Co., 1947, pp. 49-58
^Photography - Volume I. NAVPERS 10371 Superintendent
of Documents, Washington, D. C. pp. 95-110, 359-386
^Better Photography Made Basy
,
Ansco, Binghamton, New
York: 1948, pp. 23-24, 55-57
^Copying
,
Eastman Kodak Data Book, Rochester, New York:
1947, pp. 36-44
7Kodak Films, Eastman Kodak Data Book, Rochester, New
York: 1947
rr
pletely processed according to the recommendations of the
manufacturer, a positive transparency is prepared. The pro-
cess used in making this copy (or copies) will depend upon
the care exercised in making the negative. If it were care-
fully done and requires no further handling, it is best to
make this print by contact printing on fine grain positive
film. This is the most satisfactory method. Other methods
may require titling, editing or retouching. Titling is
where word descriptions are added to either an enlarged pa-
per print or a large size negative, rephotographed and re-
printed. Editing refers to the process whereby some frames
are inserted, others discarded or rearranged and then printed.
Retouching refers to the process by which small spots on the
negative are effectively eliminated by careful scraping or
penciling. Distracting blemishes are thus removed and the
brilliance of the film is greatly enhanced. Once the master
negative is satisfactorily prepared, as many prints as are
desired may be produced from it quickly and easily by con-
tact printing.
The type of film used to print the final filmstrip
should be as fine grained as possible in order to retain
the maximum amount of detail. The types of positive film
available for this purpose are not as diversified as are
the negative film stocks. Du Pont»s 606 B, Eastman's Micro-
file, P 401 or 402 and fine grain positive are among the
fL
ones best suited for this purpose. Tl:iese films are slow
speed and are fine grained orthochr:>matio films that are
far less expensive than negative materials. The film should
be exposed and processed according to the recommendations
of the manufacturer for optimal results.
The second method for preparing a filmstrip is one in
which the original film is treated by means of a reversal
process and the same film is then used as the final pro-
jection print. For this technique, the camera is loaded
with the special type of film which is to be used for the
final product. It is exposed, removed from the camera and
then subjected to a reversal process similar to that used
for making home movies. This film - such as Eastman Kodak's
Direct Positive - is designed specifically for this purpose
and must be processed according to the manufacturer's in-
structidis which are usually enclosed with each role of film.
The processing procedure is more complex than that used in
developing ordinary negative film. It involves six steps
as compared to the usual two for ordinary film. These steps
are: first development, bleach, clear reexposure, second de-
velopment, and finally fixation.
The major advantage to using this method is economy in
that only one strip of film is used. The disadvantages to
this method, such as its intricate processing, loss of de-
tail and limited exposure range, preclude its use as a gen-
1I
€
eral method for preparing filmstrips. It is recommended
only for a films trip whose value is of a transitory nature,
and where one strip is desired.
Where a filmstrip is to be prepared by the reversal
process, ordinary camera film should not be employed. Al-
though it is possible to reverse general negative material,
the results obtained are not satisfactory for projection
purposes because these films lack brilliance and clarity
when subjected to the enormous magnification required in
projection. According to C. G. Brownell of the Medical
Q
Division of liastman Kodak Company :
While it is true that a reversal tech-
nique can be employed to obtain a posi-
tive transparency from films of this
type, (Plus-X and Super-XX) the quality
of the reversed image will not be satis-
factory for screen projection. A trans-
parency for screen projection should
have brilliance and clean highlights
and the result of reversing negative
materials such as these is a somewhat
muddy looking transparency that appears
flat and dull on the screen.
Some other disadv?Jitages to this method of producing
a filmstrip are that each exposure must be made with ex-
acting accuracy as the frame will appear in the same order
as that in which they were taken, the pictures will show
the same variations in density as are made in the exposures,
and if additional editing and titling are necessary the ad-
opersonal Letter to the Author from C. G. Brownell,
Medical Division of Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester 4, New York:
May 24, 1949.
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vantage of the reversal process is forfeited.
Although the negative-positive procedure is slightly
more expensive and requires the processing of two or more
strips of film, the opportunities for correcting minor er-
rors, rearranging the frames and other manipulations make
it the method of choice in preparing a filmstrip,
C. The Procedure for Processing a Filmstrip
Wien the material for the filmstrip has been record-
ed on film, the negative is ready for processing. If the
person making the slide film is not acquainted with the
photographic process, it is advisable for him to send the
film to a master photo finisher or some similar commercial
concern which specializes in film processing. The cost for
this service is slight. One producer of slidefilms will
make a filmstrip from photographs, charts, illustrations
or other printed material for about ^^1.00 per frame. This
company, the Master Motion Picture Co., states^:
The cost is from 65 cents to one dol-
lar per frame and you receive the slide-
film negative and one projection print.
Additional projection prints are 5 cents
per frame.
On the other hand, if the individual is acquainted with
!
photography, he will find it even less expensive to develop
the film himself in the finest grained developer recommend-
ed by the manufacturer for the particular film used. The
_
^Master Motion Picture Company, 30 Piedmont St.,
Boston, Massachusetts.
€I
I
procedure for processing the positive filmstrip is identi-
cal with that of the negative. The steps consist of de-
veloping, rinsing, fixing, washing and drying. In the
first step, developing, the film is immersed in a solu-
tion which reduces the exposed silver salt to metallic
silver. Under properly controlled conditions the unex-
posed silver salts remain unchanged. At the end of the
developing period, the film is removed from this solution
and quickly rinsed either in water or an acid stop bath to
remove some of the developer adhering to the surface of the
film, and to stop further reduction from taking place. It
is then placed in the fixing solution for 10 to 15 minutes
where the unexposed silver salt is removed from the film.
Not only will the unexposed salts be removed, but any ex-
posed silver halide, which was not reduced by the develop-
er, will be dissolved. The film is then washed for 15 to
60 minutes in running water to remove the processing chem-
icals from the gelatinous emulsion layer of the film and
finally the negative is dried in a dust free room.
In all steps of the film processing, caution must be
exercised to prevent blemishes from appearing on the film.
Although these blemishes may be very slight and almost im-
perceptible on the film itself, when the filmstrip is pro-
jected they will appear enormously enlarged.
More detailed information on the processing procedure
ii
I 23
may be obtained from such books as "Developing" , "The
Leica Manual"*^"^ and "Formulas"^^*
^
D» Preparing the Sound Accompaniment
I
The narration which is to accompany the filmstrip should
be anticipated when the plans for the filmstrip are drawn
up« It should not be recorded, however, until the filmstrip
itself has been completed. Although a narrative is an ex-
tremely effective adjunct to the filmstrip, the story should
i
I
be subordinated to the visual material because the filmstrip
I is in itself a major form of audiovisual education. No point
should be made in the narrative that is not made on the
screen.
Wherever applicable, sound effects should be included
along with the narration to assure the maximiim dramatic im-
pression. These sound effects may be prepared by the pro-
ducer of the filmstrip, purchased in record form from con-
j cems specializing in this field, or borrowed from a local
radio station which usually has a supply of them on hand for
special effects.
The narration itself is most effective when there are
l^Jacobson, D. I., " Developing ," New York: Focal Press
Inc., 1948.
) i^Op. Cit. pp. 137-158
•^^Formulas (and processing) Eastman Kodak Data Book,
Rochester, New York: 1947
i
two or more voices included in the script. The least de-
sirable or effective type of sound accompaniraent for a film-
strip is a monologue. However, there are some types of ma-
terial which preclude any other method of treating the sub-
ject matter, and a single narrator is the only solution.
After the filmstrip is prepared in its final form, a
script is written to emphasize the points made on the screen.
The outline should indicate when the operator of the pro-
jector should change the frame on the screen to synchronize
with the narrator's remarks, otherwise, the screen will show
a scene that is not in harmony with the story. This situ-
ation results in confusion and loss of interest on the part
of the viewer.
When the script of the recording has been decided upon
and after sufficient rehearsing by the narrator and his staff,
the record is made. The narrative for a 15 minute filmstrip
may be recorded on a single phonographic disc revolving at
78 revolutions per minute for ordinary record players. With
the turntable rotating at 33 and l/3 revolutions per minute,
approximately 23 minutes of sound may be placed upon one disc.
Besides phonographic discs of various materials, the sound
accompaniment may be recorded on wire or tape. The advantages
offered by wire and tape recorders are their compactness, com-
parative inexpensiveness, and facilities for editing and
4
splicing (tape) for improving the continuity without re-
cutting the entire narration. Discs can be transcribed
from the wire or tape, but there will be some loss of fi-
delity when the transcription is made.

CHAPTER III
MAKIWG THE SOUND FILMSTRIP
A» The Equipment and Supplies Used
The choice of equipment for making the accompanying
sound fllmstrip was Influenced to a considerable extent by
the availability of the tools required. The camera for pro-
ducing the negative was a Leica III C with an Elmar 3,5 lens
placed on a Leica Focaslide attachment. The camera assembly
was mounted on the upright column of a Federal Enlarger from
which the enlarger proper had been removed. The focaslide
attachment and upright column permit flexibility in focusing
the camera on the radiographs which were placed on an X-ray
illuminater accurately centered on the baseboard of the en-
larger.
The viewbox consisted of an oblong metal container in
which two 15 watt daylight fluorescent tubes were placed for
imiform illumination of the radiographs. The front of the
X-ray illuminator consisted of a sheet of flashed opal glass,
the dimensions of which were 14 by 17 inches, both bulbs be-
ing controlled by a single snap switch for regulating the ex-
posure time. IWhere the exposures were longer than one sec-
ond, a Kodak interval timer was utilized. Otherwise, the
shutter of the camera controlled the exposure.
In processing the fllmstrip negative and the positive
made from this negative, the equipment consisted of an ordi-
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nary daylight type 35 mm. film developing tank. A General
Electric timer was used for controlling the time of develop-
ment, and a Kodak tray thermometer for determining the tem-
perature of the solutions. The film finally selected for
making the filmstrip was Kodak Pine Grain Positive Film.
The film was developed in D23, rinsed in an acetic acid stop
bath, and fixed in Kodak's P-5 Fixing Bath.
The recording was made on a Webster 180 Electronic Memo-
ry Wire Recorder. The only sound effect employed consisted
of a signal to the operator of the projector. This was pro-
duced by gently tapping a glass tumbler, which had been half
filled with water, with a teaspoon.
The final items required to make this filmstrip consisted
of the radiographs SLnd other pictorial material upon which
the film was based. The X-ray plates were mostly prepared
for this project by the students of one of the author's
classes in Medical Radiographic Technique at the Massachusetts
School of Physiotherapy.
' B. Selecting and Annotating the Radiographs
As just stated, practically all of the radiographs used
were made by students. The others were prepared by the au-
thor. Each X-ray plate was carefully examined for general
suitability for illustrating the points outlined in the script
and for imperfections such as scratches and dirt, poor radio-
graphic quality and anomalies. The difficulty of selection

was increased by the variety of patients used in making the
radiographs. The difference in age, sex and physical de-
velopment of the individuals used, required variations in
the kilovoltage, time, milliamperage and distance for mak-
ing the exposures. It would have been ideal if it were pos-
sible to use the same patient for each exposure. However,
this was inadvisable because of the danger of exposing the
patient to excessive radiation which could result in tempo-
rary injury to his health.
For best results, it was desired to have each film show
the maximum amount of detail, the optimum contrast obtainable
without losing definition, and the minimxim number of anoma-
lies and blemishes. Since there were many factors which in-
fluenced the obtaining of uniform results in the original
Roentgenogram, it was not always possible to select the films
to be used from those produced by the class. In such cases,
the plates were retaken by the instructor until radiographs
of suitable quality were obtained.
In order to determine the best technique for recording
the annotations on the filmstrip, various methods were in-
vestigated with generally unacceptable results. A list of
some of the techniques investigated were the following:
1. Placing lead letters on the film
holder and recording the comments
on the Roentgenogram by the radio-
graphic exposure used for X-ray-
ing the patient.
2. Contact printing, the radiograph and
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lettering.
3. Cutting out areas of the radiograph
and inserting the copy.
4. Removal of the emulsion in certain
areas of the radiograph and letter-
ing against the clear background.
5. Making projection prints from the
negative, lettering and recopying.
6. Preparing the radiograph with clear
areas and inserting the desired print-
ing.
7» Printing on the negative itself.
All of the above methods were rejected because the re-
sults were not satisfactory. VJhere copying or contact print-
ing was attempted, there was too great a loss of detail.
Cut outs and blocking out areas were objectionable because
of the chopped up appearance of the film. Printing on the
negative itself was impractical because of the small size
of the frame (24 X 36 mm
.
)
•
The final method selected consisted of annotating the
desired wording directly on the radiograph. In most cases,
the lettering was done with white ink over opaque areas of
the film* Where the commentary was on transparent portions
of the Roentgenogram, the lettering was placed on the re-
verse side of the radiograph and showed through the film
base when the first exposure by transmitted light was made
to record the X-ray picture.
A second exposure, by reflected light, was required to
record the annotations which had been placed on the front of
the radiograph. Since the surface of the film was black, and
no light showed through the Roentgenogram, the only impression
rr
recorded on the negative in the camera was produced by the
light reflected from the white ink on the surface of the
plate. This image was imposed upon that made during the
first exposure in areas which had not been exposed by trans-
mitted light,
C. Making the Filmstrip
The technique for copying the radiographs on 35 mm,
film required that the X-ray plate be uniformly Illuminated
over its entire surface. This was most easily accomplished
by using a conventional view box containing two 15-watt 3500-
degree Kelvin fluorescent bulbs. Where the size of the plate
was less than 14 X 17 inches, frames were fitted over the il-
luminator to prevent undesired light from reaching the ca-
mera. The apertures were 9^ X llj- and 7^ X 9^, slightly
smaller than the actual size of the radiographs, with their
long axes parallel to the same dimensions of the film.
The axis of the lens was arranged to be perpendicular
to the plane of the radiograph and intersected the center of
the plate. In this way it was only necessary to raise or low-
er the photographic assembly on the upright column in order
to have each frame accurately aligned on the focusing screen.
To further facilitate changing the height of the camera for
the three sizes of X-ray plates used, the upright was marked
at the level where the material just filled the screen.
This reduced to a minimum the possibility of disturbing the
rr
rigidity necessary for each exposure;
With the copying equipment accurately aligned for tak-
ing the photographs, the camera was loaded with Kodak Fine
Grain Positive film and preliminary exposures made to de-
termine the basic factors. It was necessary to resort to
trial exposures because the suggested settings recommended
by the film manufacturer did not yield satisfactory results.
The exposure index supplied by the Kodak Company for copy-
ing continuous tone originals, such as radiographs, with
this film was given as 0.06 A.S.A., when processed with the
recommended developers. It was found, when follov/ing this
advice, that the negatives were extremely overexposed.
The basic constants finally employed were; one to four
seconds for the first exposure by transmitted light, and one
second for the second exposure by reflected light. Each of
the two photoflood reflectors containing a number 2 photo-
flood lamp was set at 36 inches from the center and on op-
posite sides of the radiograph. The lens aperture was f/9
for all exposures and the developing time was eighteen min-
utes at 70 degrees Fahrenheit with Kodak D-23. The exposure
for each radiograph had to be determined separately before
the final negative was recorded because of the variations in
the density of the Roentgenogram and the different levels at
which the camera was placed. IrVhen the settings for each one
had been determined, the radiographs were arranged in the
c
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predetermined sequence and photographed in succession. The
exposed negative was then processed in D-23 for eighteen
minutes at 70 degrees Fahrenheit, rinsed with an acetic acid
stop bath, fixed in P-5 fixing bath for fifteen minutes,
washed for one hour, rinsed in a wetting agent, sponged and
dryed for twenty-four hours,
A positive contact print was made by placing the nega-
tive in contact with an unexposed piece of film covering the
two films with a piece of flashed opal glass and making trial
exposures with a Federal enlarger, from which the lens had
been removed. The contact print of the desired quality was
sent, as a sample, with the negative to a commercial photo-
finisher for printing the final copies of the films trip.
This was resorted to because of the inadvisability of at-
tempting to reproduce the filmstrip without the special type
of 55 mm, contact printer necessary to do an accurate and
uniform job,
D. Cutting the Record .
The narrative to be used in conjunction with this film-
strip was not recorded until the slidefilm proper had been
printed. This was done to avoid editing or splicing which,
with the limited facilities available, would have been im-
practical if not Impossible.
Once the slidefilm prints were on hand, the script was
rehearsed and trial recordings made. The master record was
rc
cut on a Webster-Chicago Electronic Memory Recording Wire.
The running time of the record was twenty-one minutes.
r
CHAPTER IV
THE SOUND FILMSTRIP
entitled
"Seeing the Human Body with X^Ray^ s Eyes"
The Picture The Narrative
The films trip which you are about to
see, entitled "Seeing the Human Body with
X-Ray*s Eyes," was made so as to show you
how the bony framework which supports our
body looks to a doctor when he examines
an X-ray film. In these pictures you will
see how you would appear to someone if he
had the power to actually look right
through you the way x-rays do. In each
of these pictures you will see the dif-
ferent parts of the body labeled so that
you can identify them and thus become bet-
ter acquainted with their names.
(Signal)
In this picture, showing a human hand
and wrist, you are able to see the bones
of the fingers, called the phlanges, and
the bones in the palm of the hand, called
the metacarpals. The eight small wrist
bones, known as the carpal bones, are ar-
r1
(
ranged in two rows. These bones are at-
tached to each other by ligaments which
allow them to move around and over each
other whenever we turn or twist our hand.
Where the ends of two or more bones meet,
we have a joint or articulation. Here
in the wrist we have what is called a
diarthrodial gliding joint, so named be-
cause of the way in which the carpal bones
slide on each other. The ends of the
two long bones which we find in the fore-
arm are called the styloid processes,
(Signal)
These are also connected to the carpal
bones by ligaments. Ligaments do not
show up very clearly because they are
not heavy enough to make a distinct im-
pression on the film. The longer of
these two bones is called the ulna; the
smaller, but heavier one is called the
radius. As we move away from the wrist
down the shafts of these bones, we come
to the proximal end, - that is the part
closest to the body. Here, the head of
f
the radius and the olecranon process of
the ulna join the humerus or arm bone in
the elbow.
(Signal)
The elbow is another type of joint
or articulation that allows motion. Not
all articulations are movable. Some of
them, such as those found in the skull,
do not allow the bones to move. We will
study them when we examine the skull a
little later on. In the elbow we find
a movable type of articulation called a
diarthrodial "hinge" joint. It only al-
lows you to bend or straighten your arm
the same way a door swings open or closed
on its hinges. Try bending your arm.
Now move your hand. Notice that you have
less freedom of motion at your elbow.
One of the reasons for this limited motion
is that the tip of the olecronon process
of the ulna fits into a depression in the
humerus called the olecranon fossa and
prevents the forearm from swinging any
farther back.
(Signal)
r
Next we see one of the longest bones
in the body. This bone is called the hu-
merus or arm bone. Where we had two bones
in the forearm, we have only one in the
upper arm. This picture shov/s two dif-
ferent views of it. The one on the left
is called a lateral or side view. That
on the right is an anterior-posterior
view. This means it was taken from front
to back. The shaft, or body, looks the
same in either view, but notice the dif-
ference at the distal end, where it meets
the forearm. The head of the humerus
would also appear differently if it were
visable. In this picture observe the
dark area running down the center of the
bone. This is called the medullary ca-
nal. The center and ends of a bone ap-
pear darker because they are composed of
softer material and allow the X-rays to
pass through them easier. The outer walls
are made of more compact bone cells and
do not allow as much radiation to pass
through
.
(Signal)
r'
r
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At its proximal end, that portion
closest to the trunk, the humerus joins
the scapula or shoulder blade in another
diarthrodlal articulation called a ball
and socket joint. This type of a joint
allows for still more movement than we
have in either the gliding or hinge
joints. Notice how the head of the hu-
merus fits into a cuplike hollow in the
scapula called the glenoid fossa. VUhen
we move our arm, the scapula, as well as
the humerus, moves. The scapula is the
large flat, roughly triangular bone that
is only slightly visible on the screen.
The scapula, together with the clavicle,
or collar bone, are described as the
shoulder girdle. The clavicle is the
long slender S-shaped bone that you see
directly above the scapula and extending
to the breast bone.
We have now covered the upper ex-
tremity which consists of the hand, wrist,
forearm, elbow, arm and shoulder. Next,
we will discuss the head or skull.
(Signal)
rr
Ordinarily, we think of the skull as
one large hollow bone which encloses the
brain. Actually, the skull consists of
eight cranial bones, constituting the
cranium which contains the brain, and
fourteen facial bones. The cranial bones
in a baby are separate bones which, as
he grows older, enlarge and join together.
The junction between these cranial bones
are classified as synarthrodial joints,
and are called sutures because this type
of an articulation does not allow for
movement of the separate bones. Just
above and below the eye socket there are
dark areas in the picture caused by air
pockets in the bones called sinuses.
Simetimes when we have a cold these air
spaces become filled with fluid due to
inflammation of the tissue that lines
them. The swelling of this tissue closes
the opening into the nose and the fluid
cannot escape. We then have a condition
referred to as sinusitis. Near the low-
er part of the skull, as we see it here.
r
there are more air cells, known as the
mastoid sinuses. These are located be-
hind the ear. We can also see some of
the cervical vertebrae in this picture.
(Signal)
The cervical vertebrae or neck bones are
best demonstrated in this lateral or side
view. There are seven of them. The first
one is called the atlas. The slcull ar-
ticulates with it on its upper surface
and the atlas, in turn, rotates upon the
second cervical vertebra, called the ax-
is. This is a pivot joint and is the
last of the four classes of diarthrodial
articulation. (The others were the ball
and socket, the hinge and the gliding
joints.) In this picture you can see a
U-shaped bone, the hyoid, located in front i
of the third cervical. It is sometimes
called the tongue bone. It does not ar-
ticulate directly with any other bone,
but is suspended from the mandible, or
jaw bone. The seventh, or last, cervical
vertebra is found just above the first

thoracic or dorsal vertebra.
(Signal)
There are usually twelve vertebrae
in the thoracic part of the spinal column.
These bones all have costal facets on
their sides for articulation with the
ribs. Between the bodies of the vertebrae
there is a darker space called the inter-
vertebral disc and is composed of fibro-
cartilage which permits the vertebrae to
have limited motion. Slightly movable
joints of this type are referred to as
amphiarthrodial articulations. The ribs
are long, slender, curved and twisted
bones which surround the organs found
within the chest wall. The first seven
pairs of ribs are called "true" ribs.
The remaining five are called "false".
The last two, the eleventh and twelfth,
have one end of the ribs unattached and
are referred to as "floating" ribs. The
dark areas on both sides of the spinal
column are the lung fields. On the left

side of the spine we see the heart. This
organ is not very clear in this picture,
as special X-ray techniques are neces-
sary to bring out its detail. Below the
lungs there is a very light area on each
side of the spine. These are the left
and right domes of the diaphragm.
(Signal)
Here we see a side view of the lum-
bar spine. We can quite clearly observe
the construction of the different verte-
brae. By following the twelfth rib to
the twelfth thoracic vertebra, you can
easily identify the first liimbar verte-
bra, which is found directly below it.
The bodies of the lumbar vertebrae are the
largest of the movable bones in the spi-
nal column. They are separated by a disc
of fibrous cartilage, the center of which
is filled with a fibrogelatinous pulp.
This acts as a cushion or shock absorber.
These intervertebral discs also allow the
the surfaces of the vertebral bodies to
articulate with each other in tv/isting
rc
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and turning. They are true joints, but
the contact established serves to re-
trict movement forward and thus pre-
vent an upper vertebra from sliding for-
ward onto a lower one. Projecting back-
ward from the body of each vertebra are
the spinous processes.
(Signal)
The spinous processes of the verte-
brae are not very noticeable in this
front view of the lumbar region of the
spine. They are the lighter areas in
the center of the vertebral body that
are roughly vertical and located slight-
ly above the intervertebral disc. There
are usually five lumbar vertebrae in this
region. Sometimes the first one has an
\musually long transverse process which
may exhibit a rib-like form. Occasion-
ally the fifth lumbar vertebra becomes
either partly or completely fused with
the first sacral segment. The sacrum is
composed of five modified bones which
have fused together in a synarthrodial
f
articulation similar to those in the
skull. The sacrum is somewhat triangu-
lar in form and fits like a wedge be-
tween the halves of the pelvis*
(Signal)
The pelvis is composed of the two
hip bones, the sacrum and the coccyx.
It differs in the male and female. The
male pelvis is constructed along lines
which contribute to motor power and speed*
The female pelvis is adapted to its func-
tion as a birth canal. Below the sacrum
are the coccygeal vertebrae. The coccyx
is the lowest portion of the vertebral
column and consists of four or five seg-
ments. Where the sacrum meets the ilium,
is the sacro-lliac joint. This is a
slightly movable joint called an amphi-
arthrodial articulation. The ilium, the
ischium and the pubis were once three
distinct and separate bones. In an adult,
these bones have fused together and are
not movable. They are collectively called
f
the innominate or hip bone. The cup-
shaped cavity into which the head of the
femur fits is the point where the three
bones of the hip meet and knit together.
This cavity is called the acetabulum,
(Signal)
The thigh bone, or femur, is the
longest and strongest bone in the body.
The head of the feraur fits into the hip
bone in a ball and socket type of joint,
similar to that which we discussed in the
shoulder. The femur resembles the hu-
merus in many ways. The proximal end
shows a rounded head which articulates
with the acetabulum. The distal end
widens out into condyles at the knee
where it is connected to the two bones
of the leg,
(Signal)
In front of the knee, where the thigh
bone and the tibia and fibula of the leg
articulate, there is a large flat oblong
shaped bone called the patella or knee-

cap. This is a sesamoid bone which is
embedded in a muscle to protect the knee
joint, and affords greater leverage for
the action of the muscle. A small bone
of the same type known as the fabella is
occasionally present in a muscle located
behind the knee. Other sesamoid bones
are often seen in the muscles of the
hand or foot where they serve to protect
the joints.
(Signal)
The femur articulates with the tibia
or leg bone. This diarthrodial joint is
covered by a fibrous capsule containing
synovial fluid. The fluid serves to
lubricate and perhaps nourish the joint.
This type of capsule containing synovial
fluid is found in all of the diarthrodial
or true joints and not just in the knee.
The larger of the tv/o bones found in the
leg is called the tibia or shin bone.
The smaller one is called the fibula. At
their distal ends, the leg bones are con-

nected to the ankle bones by ligaments.
(Signal)
There are only seven tarsal or an-
kle bones as compared to the eight car-
pals of the wrist. These bones are
larger and more irregular than the cor-
responding wrist bones. The talus ar-
ticulates with the tibia and fibula to
make up the ankle joint. Beneath the
talus, we have the heel bone called the
calcaneus.
(Signal)
The foot has five metatarsal bones,
corresponding to the metacarpals of the
hand, and has fourteen phalanges or toes.
The tarsal and metatarsal bones are ar-
ranged in a series to form an arch. This
arch allows the foot to support the weight
of the body with a minimum expenditure of
material.
We have no briefly discussed the two
hundred and six bones which constitute
the organs of the skeletal system, V/e

found that the three types of joints are
called synarthrodial, amphiarthrodial and
diarthrodlal. The diarthrodial Joints
are further divided into hall and socket,
hinge, pivot and gliding joints. The two
or more bones in a diarthrodial joint are
imited hy an encircling band of fibrous
tissue called the articular capsule which
contains the synovial fluid for lubricat-
ing and nourishing the joint.
(Signal)
The final frame or picture in this
filmstrip is included to show you a lit-
tle bit about how bones grow in length.
Here we see the epiphysial lines of the
tibia, the fibula and of the calcaneus.
They appear as dark lines running across
the bone, in much the same way that a
fracture would appear to a doctor. Until
a person is about twenty-five years of
age, there is a strip of cartilage between
the end of a bone and the central shaft
called the epiphysial cartilage. This
9
cartilage continues to grow by cell di-
vision, and deposits calcified or ossified
cells. When the cells of the cartilage
tease to grow, the cartilage is soon re-
placed with bone. Ossification is then
complete and growth in length ceases.
(Signal)
The End

CHAPTJDR V
SUMMARY, LIMITATIONS AUD RiiiCOMMKNDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
A. Summary
The problem of this paper was to determine the most suit
able method for preparing a sound filmstrip, portraying radio
graphs of the human body, as an audio-visual aid to teaching
anatomy.
For this filmstrip, sixteen Roentgenograms were selected
I
depicting normal osteological organs of the body, and one
Roentgenogram to demonstrate the appearance of the epiphysi-
al line of the calcaneus, of the tibia and of the fibula.
The radiographs were annotated so that if the filmstrip were
to be shown without the accompanying recording, the titles
would be self explanatory. After the commentary had been add
ed to the X-ray plates, they were photographed and projection
prints were made from the master filmstrip negative.
The master sound recording was made on a wire recorder
and then transcribed onto discs which are to accompany the
filmstrip.
B. Limitations
I
_____
In selecting the radiographs to be used in preparing the
filmstrip, only those showing the normal appearance of the hu«
-an osteological system were utilized.
50

The technique employed was the preparation of a double
frame filmstrip intended for use in a projector designed to
accomodate this type of a filmstrip. It is conceded that
most commercial filmstrips are of the single frame variety,
but most 35 mm. cameras are of the double frame type.
The film employed in making the filmstrip was limited
to only one type of film stock. Generally, this film is
recommended for copying work only and is not suggested as a
negative type of film.

C. Recommendations for Further Study
The following are suggestions for further study in re-
lation to the preparation and use of films trips in secondary
schools and in colleges.
1. Controlled studies to determine whether
any benefits are derived from the use
of this sound filmstrip as compared with
the traditional method of instruction.
2. Controlled studies on the relative ef-
fectiveness of other audio-visual aids
as compared with the use of this film-
strip.
3. A study on the preparation of a film-
strip utilizing radiographs for the
use of classes in comparative anatomy.
4. A study on the preparation of a film-
strip comparing normal with abnormal
and pathological structures emphasiz-
ing those resulting from poor health
habits
.
5. Studies on the preparation and use of
filmstrips, with or without narration,
to serve other purposes within the realm
of secondary school teachings.
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